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3/4" video, 1989, NNBY, colour, sound,

53 min. 55 sec.

The subjects of this video are drinking and driving and young
offenders. The first feature on the video is a short play which
is meant to educate people about drinking and driving. The
second feature presents a look at young people in the Yukon
struggling to stay out of conflict with the law.
Featured in
this production are narratives from young offenders and their
mothers, as well as a look at what procedure a young offender
goes through when he or she is arrested.
Archives has one 3/4" video master designated for storage and one
1/2" VHS viewing copy. VHS and Beta circulating copies are
available at the A/V Unit.
Subject headings:
Education - Alcohol
Crime and Criminals - Yukon Territory
Video number: V-240
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DETAILED LISTING SHEET
Program title: Conflict
Time/Footage

(

0:00

Beginning of play - Yukon
Impairment Show (simulated
game show) about drinking
and driving; 2 men and 1
woman sitting at a table in
a bar

1:00

Statistics on alcohol
consumption and amount
required to be impaired

4:30

Explanation of Impairment
level consumption rates

5:20

Discussion of drinking and
driving

7:30

Explanation of the role of
the liver in regards to
alcohol

8:38

Explanation of the
difference between
impairment and intoxication

9:40

Penalties for drunk driving

11:00

Host sums up points made
during show

13:10

End of Yukon Impairment Show

14:45

Beginning of documentary
"Youth in Conflict"

13:10

Host gives some background

15:30

Talk with 'Frank' about
living on the streets
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Description

Format (Colour/
bw/mag/opt/sil)

colour, sound
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16:16

Crystal Profet talks about
hanging out on Main Street
when she was a young teenager

17:00

Kids on Main Street

17:50

Kids at Qwanlin Mall

18:50

Continuing narration from
Frank and Crystal

20:25

Louise Profet-Leblanc
(Crystal's Mom) comments on
changes in her kids as they
grew

20:51

Frank's Mom comments on
changes in Frank as he grew

25:50

Kids talk about what should
be provided for them to keep
them from going bad

27:15

Skukum Jim Friendship Centre

27:26

Dairy Queen and McDonalds in
Whitehorse

28:20

Louise Profet-Leblanc talks
about what kids can do

29:00

Boys getting hockey training

29:30

Frank and Crystal talk about
their troubles with the law

30:09

Open Custody facility - 501
Taylor, Whitehorse

30:45

RCMP Officer arriving at the
station with Jane Doe
(simulated young offender);
Jane meets with Constable
Robinson

31:37

Const. Robinson talks about
the procedure of being
arrested; Jane is printed,
photographed and imprisoned

33:06

Crystal talks about being
arrested
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33:20

Lawyer Robert Kilpatrick
talks about about
representing young offenders

34:22

Jane goes to a simulated
court appearance before
Judge Bill Thompson

39:20

R. Kilpatrick comments on
the inadequacies of the
justice system for young
offenders

40:00

Jane arrives at Young
Offenders Facility

40:30

Frank and Crystal tell what
they lose and gain by being
incarcerated

41:40

Probation Officer Dana
Mackenzie talks about
working with young offenders

42:27

Young Offenders Facility
Director Mike Mcann talks
about working with young
offenders

42:50

Youth Services Worker
Elizabeth Eso talks about
what things kids need in
life to succeed

44:16

R. Kilpatrick talks about
his dedication to the kids

45:30

Frank's Mom talks about what
she could have done to make
things better

46:38

Louise Profet-Leblanc talks
about frustration of being a
Mom

47:15

Crystal and Frank have
regrets about their
misbehaviour and offer
advice to others

49:19

Program Host at the YTG
Building in Whitehorse
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50:15

E. Eso talks of need for
teen group horne

51:00

Frank says he's trying to
change and wants to go back
to school

52:15

Crystal talks about how much
she has improved

52:37

Louise Profet-Leblanc talks
about how kids need to be
accepted

53:00

Frank's Morn talks about the
need to communicate wi.th
kids

53:35

Gwen Sidney (Host) with
closing comments

53:55

End/no credits

